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Looking west

Green for screen
Student raises money to
fund feature-length film
thesis project - SEE NEWS,A2

Baseball coach instilling postseason.
thoughts in players -SEE SPORTS,A8
ANIMALS

information systems in the
College of Business Administration
In the nearly two hours
scheduled for comments
during the meeting, each
program will have five minutes to speak before the
floor is open to the public.
Statistics and actuarial
sciences
majors received
grams are cardiopulmonary
.
news
regarding
deletions
sciences in the College of
Health and Public Affairs, Friday. UCF News & Inforradiologic sciences in the mation announced that staCollege of Health and Pub- tistics . won't be cut and
lic Affairs, engineering actuarial sciences will be
t~chnology in the College of suspended, which will have
Engineering and Computer
PLEASE SEE STATS ON A3
Science and management

Committee to decirle
fate of four prog·rams

WAYWARD
TURTLES CAUSE
Arunway at John F. Kennedy
International Airport was shut down
briefly Wednesday morning after at
least 78 turtles emerged from a
nearby bay and crawled onto the
tannac. Grounds crews rounded up
the turtles and returned them to the
. water, but not before they
contributed to delays that reached
nearly 11/2 hours.

ARIANA VIVES
Contributing Writer

A committee will decide
Monday whether or not to
recommend the deletion of
four academic;: programs
from UCF, which will affect
about 1,025 students and 37

employees.
The Board of Trustees
Educational
Programs
Committee will meet from
2:30 .p.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
though· no final decisions
will be made until the Board
of'Ilustees meeting July 2~.
The four at-risk pro-

TWO BROTHERS·
LIVE ON A
Two brothers in Rio are living over
the edge - literally: sleeping,
working and eating on the side of
building 33 feet up in the air.The two
spend 12 hours a day attached to a
bright red-and-yellow wall as part of
an art exhibit. If nature calls,they can
scramble over the verandah ofa
neighboring art gallery, where an
indoor bathroom awaits. They have
been hanging out wall-side since
May and plan to continue the display_
•
u~til Au .~9. ..

FOR MORE NEWS
To view ongoing coverage of the
protest and meeting visit
UCFNews.com
FOR MORE PHOTOS
Check out photo galleries from
the protest at UCFNews.com

CAITLIN BUSH
Contributing Writer

Despite gloomy weather, spirits
were not dampened on Friday
morning at the groundbreaking for
a partnership building between
UCF and the military in Central
Florida Research Park.
The building will create thousands ofjobs·and also be the home
to laboratories for a variety of
modeling and simulation research.
Donning golden hard hats,
President John C. Hitt;, Orange
County Commissioner Bill Segal,
Sen Dan Webster and Walt Dis- .

I-

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

ONTWITTER
Follow @UCFNews for live
updates during the Board of
Trustees Educational Programs
Committe_e meeting

Partnership focuses
on improved care
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HELP DELIVER
SANDWICHES TO THE HOMELESS MONDAY
Help make sandwiches and deliver
them to the homeless at Lake Eola
Monday from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m. Participants are asked to
either bring a loaf of bread or a jar
of PB&J to the Lake Claire Pavilion.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

)

RACE ORGANIZERS
NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR MAN'S DEATH
Ajury has determined that the
· organizers of the 2006 Florida
lronman were not responsible for
the death of a 35-year-old Barney
Rice, a Montana m·an who
collapsed during the race.

SHERIFF: SUSPECT IN
COUPLE'S SLAYING
EXPERIENCED
A Florida couple killed in their
home had an extensive
surveillance system in the house
that recorded three criminals
swiftly slip into the house before
driving off in a red van, police said.
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· Local &State
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Hospitality students selected for
·scholarship,_trip_to Italian winery

'T

JESSICA CAMPBELL
Contributing Writer

a

WO UCF students enjoyed free taste of Italy June 6 to June
14 - literally.
_
· Andy_Rattner, senior general hospitality management
major, and Jeffrey Barrientos, senior food service and restaurant major, experienced Italian food, wine and culture asp~
of a scholarship from the Banfi Vmtners Foundation
"We were def'mitely in Italy," Barrientos said. "You could feel it. You
could smell it. You could taste it. Every component, every facet of the trip
was amazing."
.
A committee selected Rattner and Barrientos based on major standing, credit hours, GPA and an essay.
"Both students have shown a big interest in wine, and both work in
the hospitality industry," said Frank Juge, a hospitality management professor and coordinator of the Banfi Foundation Scholarship for Rosen
College.
The Mariani family, who owns Banfi Vmtners, is very committed to
education. Juge said The family started a foundation to award scholarships to students and faculty to 13 different colleges and universities
throughout the nation The scholarship includes educational tours. of
Italian wine country, participation in an Italian cooking school, a visit to
a Parmesan cheese dairy, and a visit to a balsamic vinegar producer.
The foundation is the philanthropic arm of Banfi Vmtners, America's
leading wine importer. Heading the trip were Banfi Vmtners' Bill Whiting, director of wine education. and Neill Thimble, vice president of marketing and advertising.
Students from Houston. Florida State, the University of Nevada. Las
Vegas, the University of South Carolina. the University of Delaware and
Oklahoma State were also able to participate it;l the ttjp. They flew to
Milan and traveled to Piedmont, EmiHa-Romagna, in the region of Reggio, and spent half a day in Sienna. The group also spent three days in
Tuscany, where the Castello Banfi medieval castle and winery are located.
''It is a really amazing cultural and educational experience of Italy:'
ruge said. ''We tasted some amazing food"
The group took a tour to see how Parmigiano-Reggiano, a famous
cheese from the Reggio area. was made. Barrientos said every dinner
highlighted. each area's specialty food and wine.
.
"The first dinner was one of my favorites," Barrientos said ''We were
in Reggio a little before sunset. It was beautiful. We were surrounded by
a cathedral."
.
Rattner said his favoritt! dinner was at the Castello Banfi, where a

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

President John C. Hitt and Sen. Dan Webster
break ground on Partnersh!P Ill on Friday.

'You'll be
much,much
more
successful in
life if you
don~tmind
someone
else taking
the credit.'
-

JOHN MARIANI

OWNER, BANFI VINTNERS

UCFADLab
students' art
selected for
camp~venue
BILLIE HARTL
Staff Writer

Business Services has commissioned three UCF art students
to create pieces reminiscent of
"Old Florida" for the live Oak and
Cypress rooms. The pieces are
expected to be installed in both
locations by Aug. 7.
Abou~ four years ago, a client
approached UCF art professor
Robert Reedy. He wanted Reedy's
class to design something for his
industrial park in Oviedo.
-

G

Formorephotos
of the exhibit:
www.UCFNews.com

lOW
PLEASE SEE

..

PLEASE SEE

Andy Rattner, a senior hospitality management major, received a free tour of Italy with fellow
student Jeffrey Barrientos from June 6-14 to explore culture and cuisine as part of a scholarship.
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Help make sandwiches
and deliver them to the
homeless at Lake Eola
Monday from 5:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m.
Bring a loaf of bread or
a jar of PB&J and meet at
the Lake Claire Pavilion.
: Everyone will carpool to
downtown at 6:30 p.m.
RSVP to Anya Krotor:
vucf_hunger@mail.ucf.ed
u.
Contact Kryotor at
407-823-3318 for more
information.

CAB is having a "Summer Splash" pool part
Wednesday from noon to
4 p.m. ·at the Leisure Pool.
There will be music,
giveaways, games and
more.
Contact Steven Clenney at 407-823-3294 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

• Jury: Race organizers not
: responsible for death
PANAMA CITY - A
jury has determined that
the organizers of the 2006
Florida Ironman were not
responsible for the death of
a 35-year-old Montana man
who collapsed during the
, race. .
Barney Rice died three
· days after collapsing during
the L2 mile swim portion of
' the triathlon at Panama City
' Beach.
His family sued North
American Sports Inc. and
USA Triathlon for wrongful
death, saying organizers
didn't follow their own safety protocols. They sought
$5.5 million in compensation.
The eight-person jury in
Panama City deliberated for
90 minutes Friday found no
negligence on the part of
the organizers that was
.legally responsible for
Rice's death.

Sheriff: Suspects in couple's
slaying experienced

•
•
•
•

PENSACOLA
A
Florida couple killed in
their home had an extensive
surveillance system in the
house that recorded three
apparently
experienced
, criminals swiftly slip into
: the house before driving off
in a red van, police said
Several tips from the
public led investigators to a
red, IS-passenger van Saturday morning that they
believe was used as the get' away vehicle by the three
men. believed to be in their
"late teens on up," Escambia
County Sheriff David Morgan said. No arrests have
beenmade.
Byrd
and
Melanie
Billings of Beulah, a rural
area west of Pensacola near
the Alabama state line, were
found shot dead in their
home Thursday evening.
The couple, known for their
large family of adopted children, had an extensive surveillance system in the
house and Morgan said
authorities have reviewed
the tapes repeatedly. The
couple was killed as the
children slept.
- ASt,OCIATED PRESS
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Editor-in-Chief
Kari Wilberg x213

Learn to market artwork

Pool party hosted by CAB

••

1

Deliver food to the homeless

Editor of Art Calendar
magazine, Kim Hall, will
teach artists how to market their art on the Web
Tuesday from 6:30 p.m. to
8 p.m. in the Ballroom of
the Fairwinds Alumni
Center.
Topics will include
online marketing strate...!
gies for artists, social
media, onl4te sales venues and , promotional
tools.
Those
interested
should RSVP by e-mailing
· art@ucfalumni.com.
'
Contact Hannah Stin11 gle at 407-823-0218 for
more information.

•

CFF.editor@gmailcom

News Editors
Andrea Canterbury and
Virginia Kiddy x213
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Afilm crew works on the set of ABeautiful Belly, a featur~ength film written and directed by UCF entrepreneurial digital cinema MFA student Andrew Gay.
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Grad raises money to aeate film, learns ropes of movie business
movie to festival circuit and beyond
StaffWriter
"We'd love to be picked up by a
distributor, but if not, we'll distribute
In a small Orlando home, a it ourselves," Gay said
The home, which was once the
bustling film crew goes dead silent
for the man putting a Hot Pocket into. residence of Gay's grandparents,
the mictowav~. This scene fits into looks like the domicile of a hip, Ikeathe vision for a feature-length film adjacent young couple with a baby
written and directed by a UCF grad- on the way, right .down to the vinyl
records on the wall and hand-painted
uate student.
Andrew Gay's film, A Beautiful Noah's Ark mural in the ''nursery."
Belly; is his graduate thesis project,
After shooting and about a year of
and the movie that could possibly · post-production, A Beautiful Belly
get him started as a major motion- will be a movie about an aspiring
children's entertainer whose life goes
picture director.
This thesis project doesn't end through dramatic changes in the face
with a grade. Gay plans to take his of imminent fatherhood
Though it isn't the first feature- ·
length screenplay he's written, Gay
chose A Beautiful Belly to be the
script for his first featurelength movie because· it
deals with topics that hit
close to home for him.
Gay is 28 and married Though he and his
wife .are not parents,
Gay said he can relate
the weight of the issues
faced by the characters in
his movie.
UCF's entrepreneurial digital
cinema graduate track is one of the
first programs where students make
feature-length films for the graduate
thesis project. The program is
designed to take students through
the creative, business and production
aspects of film in three years.
Only a handful of students are
accepted into the program each year.
_ Gay is one of six in the second batch
accepted
Lisa Cook, UCF film professor,
said some students see these featurelength pr~jects as a potential calling
card to careers in the movie business.
· The program aims to prepare students for every aspect of the movie
business by providing an extra
emphasis on the business side. The
program works with the College of

SAMUEL J. STRUCKHOFF

to

Business
Administration
and
. inclu~es upper-level business courses in the required curriculum.
The business training is put to use
right away; the students themselves
must raise all of the money behind
the films.
· ''Raising money in this economy
has been a difficult process," Gay
said
The Web has helped the process
along, allowing Gay to make contact
with potential contributors . over
Facebook, Twitter, Indiegogo and the
J.,>aypal account attached to the film's
Web site. The project also has a
detailed profile on IMDB.com.
Gay said much of the money in
his movie's budget came from
friends and family. A Beautiful Belly
also received•funding-from the Enzian Theater in Winter Park, which
collects tax-deductable donations to
dispense to local aspiring film-makers, but Gay's funding isn't all charity.
''We're a private company, so we
cqllect investors." Gay said.
Michelle Roca, production manager for A Beautiful Belly and recent
UCF graduate, has known Gay for
.t hree years and helped him gather a
crew. On a given day of' shooting,
Roca estimates the cast and crew is
between 25 ~d 45 people.
"The majority are students," Roca ·
said
John Whitfield, senior in the film
undergraduate program and gaffer
· for A Beautiful Belly, said he worked
on the project because he wanted the
experience and trusted the people
involved
,
"It's been a lot of fun," Whitfield
. said
He, like much of the crew, knew
most of the people involved as c4tssmates and friends of friends.
Gay's approach to the film isn't
just business.
"You can't make a film [like this]
unless people believe in you," Gay
said

Photo.CFF@gmailcom
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Michael Cordero, director of photography for ABeautiful Belly, sets up
a camera on the set. He graduated from UCF with·a film degree.

For more photos
of the filming:
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Partial cloudiness early,
P.M.

STORMS

High:91°

low: 75°

with scattered showers and thunderstorms in the afternoon.
Chance of rain 40%.
Tonight: Partly cloudy with a
slight chance of thunderstorms

..

Tuesday ,

High: 90°

SCATTERED STORMS Low: 76°

Wednesday

High: 90°

SCATTERED STORMS Low: 75°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, and 5
p.m. Wednesday for the Thursday editi~
I..,
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•
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UCF President John C. Hitt announ~es the university's plan for program cuts on June 4. Monday, the Board ofTrustees
will hold a meeting regarding four programs.

GRAND. OPENING 2NQ LOCATION

, Stats program spared
FROM A1

')

>
'

the same impact as deletion on personnel ·and
instruction but will allow
the prograµi to be reinstated at a later time.
If eliminated, the four
. remaining programs will
be phased out within the
next two years.
The United Faculty of
Florida will hold a rally
outside the Student Union
from 1 p.m. to 2:15 p.m.
Monday protesting the
program
eliminations
before attending the meeting.
In a press release sent
out Thursday, the UFF
proposed that UCF spare
the programs by using millions in reserves and funding and eliminating wasteful spending.
UCF has lost about $77
milli<;:m in recurring funds
since July 1, 2007, averag-:

ing more than $100,000
every day, according to
UCF's Budget Resource
Center. The university will
receive $18 million in federal stimulus, which will
"disappeat after two
years," and this year the
state is giving $1.5 million
in nonrecurring funds.
Increased tuition is also
expected to bring in $ll
million next year but is not
· enough to offset the loss,
according to the Budget.
Resource Center. ·
UCF first felt the budget crunch in July 2007,
when Floridals $1.1 billion
deficit forced state universities to reduce their budgets by 4 percent, said
Provost Terry Hickey in an
August 2007 update.
With an additional 2
· percent cut by the university, the year ended with a
$13.1 million loss.
Florida's deficit · then

5001 Sand Lake Drive Orlando, FL 32819

407-601 ~ 7799

increased to $2.2 billion in
2008, resulting in a $15.1
million loss for UCF,
according to the Budget
Resource Center.
This past January saw·
another $10.7 million cut,
followed by a ·$9.6 million
cut in March, which was
later restored by the Legis. lature.
· UCF was hit the hardest .i n May when the 200910 budget'was reduced by
$38.3 million.
Until riow, UCF has
been implementing measures to avoid layoffs and
academic budget cuts.
According to Hickey's
upaates from the last two
years, this ,includes instituting a hiring freeze,
padding reserve funds and
increasing tuition.
· Tuition first increased
by 5 percent in spring
2008, and will by 15 percent starting fall 2009.
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In personal terms, Obama hails Africa's promise
BEN FELLER
;

Associated Press

ACCRA,
Ghana
America's president and
Africa's son, Barack Obama
dashed with pride onto the
continent of his ancestors
Saturday, challenging its
people to shed corruption
and conflict in favor of
peace. Campaigning to all of
Africa, he said "Yes you
can."
"I say this knowing full
well the tragic past that has
sometimes haunted this part
of the world," Obama told a
riveted Ghanaian Parliament. "I have the blood of
Africa within me."
In the faces of those who
lined the streets and in
many of Obama's own
. words, this trip was personal. Beyond his message, the
story was his presence the first black U.S. president
coming to poor, proud, predominantly black subSahara Africa for his first
time in office.
· The emotional touchstone of his visit: a tour of
Cape Coast Castle, the cannon-lined fortress where
slaves were kept in squalid
dungeons, then shipped in
ch;rlns to America through a
"Door of No Return" that
opens to the sea
Obama absorbed the '
experience with his wife,
Michelle, and their girls,
REBECCA BLACKWELL / ASSOCIATED PRESS
Sasha and Malia
Ghanaian supporters wave U.S. and Ghana flags as U.S. President Barack Obama speaks at a departure ceremony at Kotoka International Airport in Accra, Ghana Saturday,July 11. O~ama's visit was his first visit
to sub-Saharan Africa a{president. While in Ghana, Obama and his family took a tour of Cape Coast Castle, a canon-lined fortress where slaves were kept before l>eingshipped to America.
,
"I'll never forget the
image of my two young
daughters, the descendants Force One disappeared into ing his image. Tribal chiefs, ty kept many in this West continent, as if he were
By afternoon, he was
of Africans and African- the nighttime1 slcy. Obama lawmakers, church leaders, African nation away from being .honest with a
contemplating the human
Americans, walking through arrived back in the U.S. early street vendors - to them, it Obama. They watched friend. He gave an unsen- capacity for evil at the casthose doors of no r e ~ but Sunday.
felt like history.
him on Tv.
timental
-account
of tle, which served as a
-t hen walking back (through)
The White House said
''.All Ghanaians want to
Overall, there was no
squandered opportuni- headquarters for
the
those doors," he said later at Obama held no big public see you," lamented Ghana's dampening the tone of joy. ties, brutality and bribery trans-Atlantic slave trade.
a grand departure ceremo- events in Accra, a city fren- president, John Atta Mills, Headlines screamed of in postcolonial Africa
Obama walked with his
ny. "It was a remarkable zied .to see him, because before feting Obama to a
Obama fever.
About
every time aqn around Malia, ll. The
reminder that, while the Obama wanted to put the breakfast banquet of hun"It makes us proud of Obama cited his basic first lady held the hand of
future is unknowable., the light on Africa, not himself. dreds of guests at the coastal Ghana," . said Richard argument __:_ that democ- Sasha, 8.
winds always blow in the But reality proved other- pre~idential castle.
Kwasi-Yeboah, a 49-year- racy is· about more. than
"Hopefully one of the
direction
of
human wise.
To their disappointment, old selling posters of the holding elections, that things that was imparted
progress." Ghanaians lined
Obama billboards dotted most people did not see American
president. Africa resist the drug to them during this trip
up on the tarmac lingered the roads. Women wore him. The lack of open "We're proud he chose us. trade and enforce a rule of was their sense of obligafor a. time even after Air dresses made of cloth bear- events and~~ heavy securi- It proves that Ghana is law - members of Parlia- tion to fight oppression
really free."
ment raucously cheered and cruelty wherever it
At the heart of Obama's him on. Then again, this appears," the president
message here: African .audience was friendly.
said.
nations crippled by coups When Obama left, a choir
Ghana and the U.S. ·
and chaos, like Ghana has sang a song to his cam- have something of a diplobeen in the past, can paign theme of "Yes we matic kinship. Obama is
reshape· themselves into can," a line he used him- the third straight U.S.
lawful democracies. He self.
president to visit this tropsaid it takes good goverEvoking the memory of ical nation; George W.
nance, sustained develop- American civil rights Bush was here just last
ment, improved health giant Martin Luther King year.
care.
Jr., Obama.noted that King
That reflects j\lst how
And that the moment is was in Ghana in 1957 to much the United States,
now.
hail Ghana's independ- which dwarfs Ghana's
"Africa doesn't need ence from the British. He size, wants this country to
strongmen," Obama said.
quoted King as calling the be a model of democracy
. "It needs strong institu- moment a triumph of jus- and invests tens of miltions."
.tice, and told young lions of tax dollars to help
The son of a white Africans
they
must it.
woman from Kansas and a
remember that.
But what the Obama
black man from Kenya,
"You can conquer dis- White House did not want
Obama bluntly told Africa ease, end conflicts and on this trip was the Bill
to take more responsibili- make change from the
Clinton moment. In 1998,
ty for itself but pro- bottom up," Obama said. on a blisteringly hot day, a
claimed: ''.America will be "You can do that. Yes you crowd at a Clinton rally
with you."
can. Because in this nearly caused a horrific
Sub~Saharan Africa is moment, history is on the trample.
one of the poorest places move."
That also affected why '
in the world.
All together, Obama Obama did not hold an
Obama also got openly was spending less than 24 outdoor event of his own.
personal - recalling the hours in Ghana But they
Obama will be back to
grandfather who endured packed
in
personal Africa. But he suggested
being called "boy" as a
moments, in contrast to that he won't go for the
cook for the British in his sum.m.it-heavy travels traditional
model
of
Kenya, the father who across Russia and Italy devoting a trip to Africa
once herded goats in a
over the last week.
alone, as if it is separated
small Kenyan village. Not
At a maternal health from
world
affairs.
mentioned was the path of ·clinic in Accra, he turned Instead, African nations
his wife, Michelle, who is a
into a sentimental dad might be wrapped into his
descendant of slaves.
when he met a group of multinational ·
travels
In essence, ·obama's mothers holding new- more often.
history
with
Africa · borns, "This is the high"What happens here,"
seemed to give him freer
light of the trip," he said, he said, "has an impact
license to speak about the beaming.
-everywhere.''
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Tamaie.
GHANA

In 1957. Ghana became the
first sub-Saharan African
nation to gain independence
fr0(11 the United Kingdom.

•
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IVORY
COAST

Size

•

Sunyani

••

• 92,456 sq. mi. (239.460 sq. km);
similar to United Kingdom
• 223 mi. (359 km) of coastline

PopulatlN

•

Religion

• 23.8 million (2009 est.)
• 1.9 percent of adults living
with HIV/AIDS

-=

68.8%• •15. 9% Muslim.

Christian '

Ecolimn,
• GDP. per person $1,500
• 28.5 percent living below poverty line
• Agriculture accounts for 35 percent' of
GDP and employs 55 percent of workforce
V

#'

8.5% Traditional

6.8% None. other

)
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UCF, military break ground on research facility

!)

FROM

Al

ney World Resort President
Meg Crofton, along with
others involved with the
project, lifted their shovels
and broke ground on Pa,tnership m. There were 130
l
people in attendance,
including military personnel and leaders of UCF,
Orange County and the
, state.
_Some of the research
conducted in Partnership
') m will focus on improving
medical care to save lives of
military personnel and
civilians. The research 'will
) also benefit law enforce. ment officers and emergency
health
care
providers.
,
The partnership is
unique because nowhere in
the Department of Defense
do the Navy, Air Force and
' Marine Corps unite with
academia and industry, said
Rear Adm. Donald Gaddis,
-> the assistant commander
for. Research and Engineering for the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Divil sion
"f can tell you that
American military men and
women around the world
J owe .t heir lives to the work
that is being done right here
in Central Florida," Gaddis -1 said 'Toe training systems
[will] teach them to fight ·
smarter, fight better and
give them a greater, chance
of coming home alive:•
_ The building will also
house UCFs new high-performance computing clus, ter, which, will enable thousands ofpe<;>ple to engage in
realistic training scenarios
> in the same virtual world
Gaddis described the
building as "another jewel
in the crown of Central
_;i Florida high-tech community."
Webster said- that not
only is Central Florida the
. l heart of Florida's "high-tech
corridor;' but also the world

..

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Leaders from the military, UCF, Orange County and the state break ground on Partnership Ill on Friday morning. The 118,860-squar~foot building is scheduled to open in fall 2010.

center for simulation
Metro Orlando sustains
the world's largest recognized cluster of modeling,·
simulation and . training
companies. Research Park
is the 7th largest research
park in the nation, with
2,700
Department . of
Defense personnel and
direct support contractors.
Collectively, those defense
organizations manage-$5.2
billion in contracts every
year.
According · to Randy
Shumaker, director of the
UCF Institute of Simulation
and Training, Partnership
m is a welcome addition ·
because the institute is currently spread out in three
buildings including Partnership II.
.
The building will provide more space for
research projects.
There are currently
about 100 projects, including study into creating rescue robots that rely less on
rµanpower. There is also
research being done on distributive team behavior -

.creating programs that
could be used .to train people how to quickly and
effectively pull together a
team in an emergency situation
.
Shumaker said · the
research that 1ST conducts
supports military training,
so instead of the military
doing research on their
own, the two are able to
combine their efforts.
SGA Vice President
Andrick Lewis said that
Partnership
m will
"increase the amount of
research opportunities that
students can participate in
on campus, and will have a
profound impact not only
on graduate students, but
undergraduate students as
well."
The ll8,860-square-foot
building, scheduled to open
in fall 2010, will be constructed next to Partnership
II and will be a mirror
image of that building, saving the state about $500,000
in design costs.
The budget for the
building is $20 million, all of

which was provided by the
state and is separate from its
allocations to UCE No student tuition dollars. are
being used for the project,
according to UCF News &
Information.
Partnership m will ~o
be built to meet at least the
silver level of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental. Design standards.
LEED is aimed at improving
energy savings, water efficiency, carbon dioxide
emissions reduction and
indoor environmental quality.
To meet these standards,
the building will include T-5
fluorescent lighting, occupancy
sensors,
and
enhanced wall, roof and
window.insulation.
It will also have energyefficient chilled water airconditioning system, and a
demand-control approac]:J.
to ventilation, which brings
more outside air into a
space when many people
are inside and less when
there are few people·present.

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor·Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.·
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 .University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817
~ 407-282-2044

.

"'

Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com ·
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile ·from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

•

•
•
•
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CAMPUS
CROSSINGS
a campus apart

..nts cornrTUlity

TOWNHOME STYLE UNITS - BILLIARD ~QOM - TANNING BED - RECYCLING PROGRAM
· DESIGNER INTERIORS - 24 HR FITNESS CENTER - HARDWOOD FLOORS - Wii GAMEROOM
iWO POOLS. - PLANNED SOCIAL EVENTS - CYBER CAFE
12024 ROYAL WULFF LANE, ORLANDO, FL 32817
WWW.CAMPUSAPTS.COM/ALAFAYA
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Ghoul in training

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Julianna Tucker, interdisciplinary studies major, stands on the ground, guiding Erika Shepherd; micro and

molecular biology, on stilts Monday aftemoon, training for Halloween Horror Knights at Universal Studios.

Winery refines production
;:
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cate parts of the process
"They'll do that with
that other people weren't education of students and
collaborating with various
wedding coincided with able to answer. .
According to Rattner, other wineries to elevate ~
_the trip.
"The bride knocked on Banfi is experimenting the Italian wine standing
a dQOr and, all of the sud- with an electrddialysis of the world."
Mariani gave students
den, these renaissance ·machine to clarify the·
gentlemen opened the wine. The wine has all the advice throughout the
· door, and there's .a full riches ~d fullness ·that whole trip, Barrientos said
band with horns," Rattner was wanted, while leaving One of'his favorite quotes
from John Mariani was, ,
said. "Ther~ were flag the flaws behind.
With Project Horizon, "You'll be much, much
throwers and champagne
and appetizers in this big Banfi. ·is experimenting more successful in life if
courtyard; they put on a with custom-made fer- you don't mind someone
show for us. It was won- mentation tanks, half else taking the credit."
""
stainless and half oak, for
"Everybody
really
derful."
John , Mariani, the that old, classic push to came together on that
owner of ,the company, winemaking, along with trip," Rattner said. "Not
condu~ted the tour of the current trends. Banfi is the only the students and the
Winery and explained the first in the world to do so professors, but all the peoadvanced technology to and invites winemakers to ple at Banfi, were all on
Qne level playing field"
the students. Ban.ti is the see what it's doing. ·
"[Mariani: is] very pas· The tour concluded
largest, most modern
wine-producing facility in . sionate about the wine with tw_s> days in Rome.
the world, according to that he's producing," Barri"We learned a tremenJuge. It uses the most entos said. "He wants to dous amount," Rattner
advanced technologies in make it accessible to said ''You know that really
everybody."
· fermenting and purifying.
full · feeling that you get
Barrientos said the when you eat a lot of pasta
"I was very lucky to
have the opportunity. to company is not opposed to or rice and it expands?
speak with John Mariani heiping competitors and Well that's how my ·head
during our wine tour," sharing ideas and tech- · felt after we went on the
Juge said "The company is niques.
trip.
-~
'"they're all about eduhis vision; that was a very
"I would think about litunique experience."
· ·cation," Barrientos said. tle things that I had
Juge said he asked "They want to 'promote a learned, and it would just
detailed question after finer wine world,' as they expand, and it would get
question about very intri- say.
heavy."
FROM
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Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
·Reply A to set alert.

How Do I Text UCFNEWS t9 44636?
•

•
•

<!ent,af '1oriba '1tture
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
•

*Carrier text messaging rates apply

•

•
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Rosen students Andy Rattner, senior general hospitality management major and Jeffery Barrientos senior food service
and restaurant major, took a Banfi Tour cooking_~ass in Italy on their June 6-14 trip.
'
•
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Innovative lab integrates real-world projects
FROM

Al

''We did this project
and we actually earned
money that was given to
the program to buy equipment and supplies," Reedy
said. ''We learned that we
could earn income earning
working with real clients."
This was the birth of
AD (Advanced Design)
Lab. Toe program has
taken
shape
within
Reedy'~ three-dimensional
design class (ART 2203).
"In class, students compete against each other for
the right to solve a problem for a client,'' ·Reedy
said.
For each project, a
panel of judges is brought
in to pick the winners. Students can win scholarship
· money. Some of AD l..ab's
other clients have included
the Guitar Center in Wmter Park and Hard Rock.
"The student goes from
· the classroom into the
design part into production and then into the
installation,''
graduate
teaching assistant and
master's of .fme art student
Debi Starr-Leitch said. "It's
not just ·sitting in a class-room."
"According to Reedy, AD Lab is a rethinking of
what education means and
how it is delivered
_"There needs to be
some kind ofintegration of
business, real-world ethics,
deadlines and things like
that with th~ academic
e;x:perience," -Reedy said.
''.AD Lab is completely
immersed in it."
During . summer A,
Business Services and
Reedy teamed up to give
students chance to get
their work displayed on
campus.
''We were approached
to design murals for two
specific rooms on campus
- the Live Oak Room and
the Cypress Room," senior
studio art major Angela
Jones said. "We toured each
room so we could get a feel
for the coler scheme."
The students had to
create a business plan and
model of the project. Fifteen
students
were
assigned to the Cypress
Room and 15 students
were assigned to the Live
Oak room. Toe students
were given a tour of the
-facilities.
"Our director talked
about the feel for the room
and the different type . of
customers who go to
events there," Business
Services retail coordinator
Scott Eberle said. "The
Live Oak Room is a bit
more of a formal setting
and the Board of Trust~

,.,

Angela Jones stands by the leaves design titled "Natural."Jones is a
senior studio art major.
'
·
PHOTOS BY ERIN DREW / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

a

meetings are held there, so
it had to be tailored to that.
"It had to match business with creativity:'
The guidelines were
very loose, according to
Eberle.
'They gave us a few key
words,'' Jones said. "They
were looking for something that portrayed the
majesty of old Florida and
depicted strength. but was
also a design that was practical for use 'in a public
space."
Jones' piece was one of
two pieces chosen for the
Live Oak Room (the third
piece will be ·installed in
the Cypress Room). ·Her
mural is a collection of
leaves made of clay. The

leaves are attached to the
canvas with copper wire.

"I didn't want to do a literal tree depiction,'' Jones
said.· "I wanted to work
with really natural colors,
which is why I chose to do
clay:'
The two other winners
were senim: studio art
major Tanisha Edmonds
and senior graphic design
major Ashley Phipps. Business Services staff: including Eberle, and the manager ofthe Live Oak facilities,
judged the contest.
"I
was
especially
touched by the . artists'
statements and what
inspir~d them," Eberle
said. "I'm just continu.ally
amazed by our students:'

•

•

•
•
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Coach ha~ pedigree to get
Knights back.to postseason
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

MARTIN PICKS UP FOURTH
WIN OF SEASON AT CHICAGO
JOLIET, Ill. - Mark Martin will feel
his age in the morning or a day or two
after a race.
His ,bones will stiffen and his body
will ache after driving 400 grueling
miles, even though the fitness fanatic is
·still in top shape.
After all, 50 is 50 and that matters
- well, everywhere but on the track. .
Martin is still nifty at 50 and has
made Cup racing his personal senior
circuit. He won at Chicagoland
·
Speedway, getting the strong jump off
the double-file restartwith two laps
left to win his series-high fourth race of
the season.
"I'm going to feel like hell tomorrow
because I ain't going to sleep much
tonight;'Martin said on Saturday night.
"When I'm pumped up driving fast race
cars, I certainly don't feel so:'
He's far from the sunset of his career
and proved it under the lights on the
1:S~mile track.
.
-Martin dominated the raceearly and
led 195 laps, easily the most ofthe400mile race. He was in so mud\control of
the No. S car, he radioed his crew to say,
J'this is easy:'
·
But he dropped the lead to Hendrick
Motorsports teammate Jimmie
Johnson with just over 40 laps left.
Then a frantic finish that saw Johnson
and Kurt Busch tangle on the track
allowed Martin his chance to regain the
lead and hold on.

l&IKE RACING',·,:'

·

ARMSTRONG IN THIRD PLACE
AFTER TOUR'S NINTH STAGE
TARBES, France - Lance Armstrong
remains in third place at the Tour de
France after the last day of riding in the
Pyrenees.
Pierrick Fedrigo of France led a twoman breakaway to win Sunday's
mountainous ninth stage. Rinaldo
Nocentini of Italy held the yellow jersey
for a third straight day. He is followed
by Astana teammates Alberto Contador
and Armstrong.
.
Nocentini is six seconds ahead of
Contador, the 2007 champion.
Armstrong, the seven-time champion,
is eight seconds behind.
The day's 100-mile stage was from
SaintcGaudens to Tarbes. lttook riders
up two tough climbs, including the
Tourmalet pass, and through the
Roman Catholic shrine town of Lourdes.
The Tour has a rest day Monday and
ends July 26 in Paris.

Hanging in the UCF Baseball team's dugout
next to the Knights ~ogo is a reminder.
It's four numbers written in black Arial font
and taped to the wall in the middle of the dugout,
and it's an image of what head coach Terry
Rooney wants his players thinking about.
The number is 1,430, the number of miles
from UCF to Omaha, Neb., the site of,the College World Series.
For Rooney, who completed his first
season at UCF in 2009, Omaha is not only
a location, but also a mindset for his
team and program.
"I don't talk about [Omaha] when
the season starts, but there are always
. reminders,'' Rooney said. '"There is
'1430' in our dugout, and if you listen
to our pregame music, you will hear
the two songs from Omaha.·'Ibat's·
. a mindset, and I want kids thinking
about that all the time.''
Rooney guided the Knights to a
22-35 record last season ,and nine
Conference USA victories, the most
.
in school history. He helped the team
set attendance records and had three of his
players drafted in the 2009 MLB First-¥'ear
Player Draft. It was what he called one of his
''most proud seasons" in his coaching career, "
and it was when he instilled the mindset that •
the postseason is a reality for UCE
''It's a mindset for the players, the coaches
and for anybody associated with this program." Rooney said '"The mindset is that we
are going to.play to be the best, and we are
going to do it to the highest level, and those
are the types of people I want associating
with this program and the types of players
I want in this program."
..
And Rooney is one man who knows
what it takes to get to the po!,>tseason. He
' has 12 seasons of assistant coaching
experience from high-profile programs,
such as LSU and Notre Dame, to smaller schools, such as Stetson and Old
Dominion, and appeared in NCAA
Tournaments in all four ventures.
He guided LSU to a berth in the
College World Series, led the Fighting
Irish to the NCAA Tournament in .
each of the three seasons he was
there and posted two 40-win seasons at Stetson, leading them to a
berth in the NCAA
Regionals.

•

The UPC billed Saturday night's card as the

greatest night of fights in its
history, and the event certainly lived up to the hype. ·
Four of the five fights
shown were fantastic, save
for the final bout, Jon Fitch
.versus Paulo Thiago. Fitch
handed Thiago his first
mixed martial arts loss with
the unanimous decision
victory, although the fight
,just comprised Fitch outmuscling Thiago all around
The Octagon.
But I got three of my
four predictions right, so I
got that going for me.
I
wrong about the
round, but Brock Lesnar
just ran through Frank Mir
for the undisputed heavyweight title in an impressive display o f ~
I didn't mind his ridiculous post-fight antics,
because I don't think they
matter. The UPC is all .
about building characters, '
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COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

UCF Baseball.head coach Terry Rooney i~ looking to get the Knights back to the postseason, a place they haven't been since 2004.

TERRY ROONEY
College experience before UCF:

In 1997! Rooney started as a pitching coach for George Washington and then moved on to pitching coach/assistant
coach positions atJames Madison (1998-99), Old Dominion (2000-01),Stetson (2002-03), Notre Dame (2003-06)
and LSU (2007-08).
·

Asa Knight:
Taking over for longtime coach Jay Bergman in 2009, Rooney led UCF to a 22-35, induding a 9-15 lll8rk in
Conference USA, the most conference victories for the school since entering the league in 2006.

.Dan Henderson shut
down Michael Bisping in a
brutal second-round knock- ·
out. Bisping was tentative
the whole fight, and he was
·f linching and reacting to
every minor feint Henderson made.
·
It showed the world that
Bisping just isn't one of the
elite middleweights, and he
may never be.
And UCF alumnusTom
Lawlor, who was a contestant on season eight of The
Ultimate .fighter, UFC's
reality TV show, picked up
his third consecutive victory - second in the UPC with a quick submission of
C.B. Dolloway. Lawlor
locked in a guillotine choke
and got the victory 55 sec:
onds into the rrrst round
.But ~ t I got wrQng
was probably the most
important part of Saturday
night.
~ thought Thiago Alves
would provide a difficult
challenge to welterweight
champion Georges St. ·
Pierre.
Boy, was I wrong. I am
big enough to admit that.
St. Pierre obliterated
Alves for five rounds, even
fighting the last two rounds
with what he called a
pulled groin. The scorecards read 50-45, 50-45 and
50-44, but they should have
read much different.
St. Pierre had at least
one.10-8 round - mor-e ·
likely he had two - and I
think there is even an argument for three. It was complete domination by the
best welterweight in the
world, and that presents a
problem with which the
UFC is becoming familiar.
Commentator Joe Rogan
asked the question every
fan had on his or her mind
after that perfonnanc~:
Who is next for St. Pierre?
I had the pleasure of
watching the fights with
former Sports Editor Chris
Hoyler, and he and I talked
about the same thing who's next - but on a
grander scale.
I have written about it
before, but the UPC is now
•
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AGBEKO BEATS DARCHINYAN
SATURDAY, RETAINS TITLE
SUNRISE - Joseph Agbeko retained
his International Boxing Federation
bantamweight title with a unanimous
decision over Vic Darchinyan on
Saturday night.
Using solid rights to the head, which
eventually ~pened cuts above both of
Darchinyan's eyes, Agbeko spoiled
Darchinyan's goal of winning his third
world title in a different division.
Two judges scored the bout 114-113
for Agbeko, while the third had it for
the native of Ghana, 116-111.
The bout had one disputed
knockdown in the seventh round, when
television replays showed Darchinyan
pushed Agbeko to the canvas. But
referee Tommy Kimmons ruled it a
scoring punch for Darchinyan.
Agbeko (27-1) shook off the
knockdown and peppered Darchinyan
with repeated rights to the head the
rest of the fight.
Darchinyan, a native of Armenia now
living in Australia, did his best work in
the middle rounds, when he scored
with left hooks to the head.
Darchinyan is now 32-2-1.
In other boxing news; police in Brazil
say they found the body offormer
junior welterweight champion Arturo
Gatti in a hotel room.
According to the Washington Post,
police investigator Edilson Alves said it
was unclear how Gatti died.
He was 37.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Players, recruits buy into belief
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"If you want to know
what it's like at the highest
level ofcollege baseball, you
had to have been there,"
Rooney said "That's first
and foremost, and I have
been there. I've taken teams
to the World Series and to
the NCAA [tournaments],
so I think kids understand
that kind of guiding confidence, so to speak, that I
think myselfand this coaching staffhas that understand
what it takes to get there."
The task of taking UCF
to being competitive on a
national level isn't an
overnight one. The first step
is putting the pieces and
players in place, something
he has s~ed to do through

•

•

recruiting. Rooney is known
as one of the-top recruiters
in the nation, and he had the
top-ranked recruiting class
in the nation in 2008 at I.SU
and has had nine of his
recruiting classes ranked
among the national leaders.
LSU won a College
World Series title this past
season, with many of the
. players that led the' team
being Rooney's recruits.
He's trying to bring that
same talent level to Orlando, having four of his 2009
signees already bei,ng
selected in the draft in outfiel\ier Ronnie Richardson,
infielder Darnell Sweeny
and pit.chers Alex Besaw
and Benjamin Dew.
''I feel like this recruitingi
class that we are bringing in

is one of the best recruiting
classes in America," Rooney
said 'There is no question
it's going to be a nationally
ranked recruiting class. We
have solidified the majority
of our needs .. ., so it's a step
in the right direction."
The next step in making
that mindset a reality falls in
the Knights being able to
climb to the top of C-USA, a
conference that has produced a team in the College
World Series five consecutive seasons.
"The great thing about
Conference USA and baseball, which everybody
needs to know, is that in
baseball, if you are in the top
four to five in Conference
USA, you're a national program," Rooney said ''If you

are in the top four in Conference USA, you are probably ranked in the top 35 in
the country in college baseball"
And getting to that level
will require the student-athletes and new recruits to get
behind Rooney's plan.
Some of those . new
signees even expressed just
how much they believe in
Rooney during the College
World Series. Rooney
received numerous text
messages from recruits
after his former team won a
championship more than a
month ago.
'They were saying 'Hey
coach, that's going to be us
next year,' " Rooney said.
"S_o the kids are thinking it
and believing it, and that's
the first step."
No matter the team they
play or where they are play-

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Since arriving at UCF, baseball head coach Terry Rooney has spent time and
energy building up support for the Knights within the Orlando community.

ing, there will always be that

to the postseason.
constant reminder of
''It takes a lot to get to the
Omaha
College World Series,"
The number 1,430 is
Rooney said "It takes great
much a part of the team as players, ~ t facilities and a
the name on the front ofthe little bit of luck. so a lot of
jersey, and it's that mindset things go into that. From
and steady process that can · that end, we have a little
eventually lead the Knights ways to go."

as

Can UFC find big fights?
FROM
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in a position wherein it
has the best fighters in the
world at three weight
classes. But those fighters
have run through their
respective divisions and
eliminated all competition.
Middleweight champion Anderson Silva has no
challengers at 185 pounds,
no one he could pair up
with and headline as the
main event anyway. Henderson? Give me a break
We already saw what that
fight looks like.
I
Demian Maia could be
an option, but after all the
bad publicity for Silva's
lack of action in his past
two fights, does the UFC
really want to match him
up with Maia, who is
·essentially Silva-lite? I
don't think so.
The same goes for St
Pierre at welterweight
and, to a lesser extent,
Lyoto Machida at light
heavyweight

.NEIL DAVIDSON / ASSOCIATED PRESS

UCF alum Tom Lawlor is a perfect 2-0
in the UFC after his victory Saturday.

After St Pierre's domination ofAlves, a legitimately dangerous striker,
where does the UFC turn
to find an opponent? Jake
Shields, who fights with
Strike Force, seems to be
the only option.
And after Lesnar's
destruction of Mir, whom
can the UFC match up in
title fight that would have
any kind of cache? Cain
Velasquez is too green,
and Junior dos Santos
needs at least another

a

fight under his belt
FanHouse reported Saturday before the fights
that Mirko Filipovic had
signed a three-fight deal
with the UFC, which puts
another name in the mix,
and UFC President Dana
White has said Lesnar will
eventually fight Fedor
Emelianenko.
But rumors of Emelianenko signing with the
UFC has been around for
a long time, and I think it
is unlikely they reach an
agreement
White and the UFC
have worked tirelessly in
the past few years to create a league with the top
fighters in the world, and
they have succeeded
Unfortunately, those
top fighters have emptied
out their divisions oflegitimate contenders.
And that is something
the UFC will have to fix
soon if it hopes to continue its run of entertaining
cards.
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SEPTEMBER RENT FREE + ZERO MOVE-IN FEES
Take a tour and sign a lease within 48hrs and get September rent free,
sign a lease during orientation and pay ZERO MOVE-IN FEES.
See office for details

I supplies are limited I limited time offer

FLORIDA PREPAID RENT
AND FINANCIAL AID
AVAILABLE
2 FITNESS CENTERS

'••

~
·
,

3 BASKETBALL COURTS

5 TENNIS COURTS
3 SAND VOLLEVB

ON-SITE ACADEMIC
ADVISOR
24-HR COURTESY
OFFICERS

3 RESORT-STYLE
SWIMMING POOLS

•

UCF POLICE PAtROUE0

COURTS

24--HR RESf0ENCE
LIFE STAFF
24-HR CONTROLLED
ACCESS GATING

• ••
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OUR STANCE

Fight to keep
programs alive·

\.v'hO:t Jo HOU..
co.\ \ ,Solfleooe
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here~ never b~en a · for comments from program ing the money spent on
representatives and whoever the~ tell them that.
more rmportant time
.for UCF students to
else would like to interject.
If you think all of this
engage in discussions about
Even though the final
could have been avoided if
significant changes taking .
vote doesn't take place until
wasteful spending practices
place at their university.
July 23, this is the last oppor- were put to an end, tell them
Four academic programs
tunity students and faculty
that, too.
.
- cardiopulmonary sciwill have to influence the
If you are reading this
Monday and it is not yet 5:30
ences, radiologic sciences,
Board of Trustees to cut or
engineering technology and
save these programs.
p.m. go to the Cape Florida
management information
If you are part of one of
Ballroom in the Student
systems - could be stamped these programs, go and tell
Union and be a part of the
for deletion when the Board
them wh)l it is important
conversation.
of Trustees' Educational Pro- ·and how hard you have
We would love to hear .
grams Committee meets
what you think and get feedworked
Monday.
back from everyone who
If your major or minor
Thirty-seven employees
has nothing to do with any
attends this meeting or the
and_ about 1,025 students will of these programs, go and
rally that precedes it. Please
be affected if these programs tell them you don't want to
comment on the articles
are e1iminated at UCF.
see any academics at UCF
concerning these programs
on our Web site, cenThe meeting is open to
suffer.
the public and begins at 2:30
Ifyou think _these protralfloridafuture.com, or
· send us an e-mail at opinp.m. Monday. There will be
grams are insignificant and
nearly two hours scheduled
the university should be sav- ions.cff@gmail.com.

.Racism prevalent
despite progress·
0

bama's Saturday visit
made their voices heard
to Ghana shows just
about the needs faced by the
how far'humanity as
wo:dd's second largest contia whole has come, but situanent, whether it is through
tions like the Valley Swim
protests or clubs and organiClub incident in Pennsylvazations volunteering their
nia display how far it still
assistance.
has to go.
After his visit to Cape
During Obama's Ghana
Coast Castle, Obama said, ''It
trip, he visited.Cape, Coast
was a remarkable reminder
Castle, which is a fortified
that, while the future is
building with dungeons that
unknowable, the winds
used to hold slaves. Obama
always blow in the direction
visited the area with his
of huma.ti progress."
wife, Michelle, and children,
. With so many people
Sasha and Malia
·
focusing on helping others
The president's trip to
outside of their own country,
Ghana brought further atten- human progress can be seen
tion to the underprivileged
on both national and in~er·situations facing parts of
national levels. But there are
Africa, but this need has not
events that show that
gone unnQticed nationally.
. humanity has room for
Many people v~lunteel" their improvement.
time to travel to Africa ahd
The ?wim Valley Club in
willingly offer whatever
Huntingdon Valley, Pa. is
financial assistance they can, under public fire for its
even during times of
treatment of kids from the
economic uncertainty.
Creative Steps Day Care.
UCF students have also
The day care paid $1,950 for

the kids to use the club's
pool for the summer.
On their first visit to the
club, kids from the day care
noticed hostile reactions
from others. African Americans were being questioned
about why they were at the
pool. When the Swim Valley
Club sent the $1,950 check
back to the day care, the
president still insisted it was
due to safety reasons and
denied that there was any
racism behind it.
Racism arising as a possible factor in this situation
shows that it still exists as an
issue.
Just like any other
oppression, what we do has
major influences on our
future.
Obama's Ghana visit
should serve as a reminder
of the human progress that
has taken place and help us
take equality to another level
nationally and abroad.

U.S. should avoid
second stimulus
I

•
•

t's hard to believe lawmakers are actually talking about a second stimulus package already, but the
extremely premature and ·
wasteful idea is already on
the table.
Only 11 percent of the
$787 billion economic stimulus package that was
approved ·i n February has
been spent, according to CBS
News, so how ·c an anyone
determine whether it is a
success or failure at this
point?
Sure, it hasn't kept unemployment below 8.5 percent
or created immediate jobs
like the Obama administration said il: would, but does
that mean hundreds of billions more should be spent
to try again?
.According to The Wall
Street Journal, $56 billion has
been transferred from the
federal government to state
governments as a result of
the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act.ff 2009,

but by this time last year the
tax rebates provided by the·
Bush administration had
injected about $80 billion
into the economy.
,
At that time economists
believed the rebates were
affecting the economy in a
positive, but unexceptional
way. Obviously $56 billion is
having even less of an
impact.
. And the little that has
been spent is already under .
severe scrutiny.
A USA Today analysis of
government disclosure and
accounting records reveals
that the counties that supported Obama in last year's
election have received twice
as much money per person
from the stimulus funds as
those· that voted for Sen.
John McCain.
Another analysis conducted by The New York Times
indicates that "of 5,274 transportation projects approved
so far ... the 100 largest metropolitan areas ar¥etting

less than half the money
from the biggest pot of transportation stimulus money."
According to this study,
rural areas are reaping the
benefitsofthestimulus
money while two-thirds of
the country's population live
in metropolitan areas.
It is painfully obvious the
first stimulus package has
not proven very effective for
the struggling economy, but in all fairness, it has to actually be spent to have that
kind of an impact.
At a press conference last
Thursday; House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi said she
believes ''we have much
more to gain from seeing
through the .f irst stimulus."
Pelosi went 6n to say, "We
have to be very careful about
the spending on this."
Considering the federal
deficit is expected to reach
$1.8 trillion this year, according to Tite New York Times,
she is probably on to something. .
-
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TIM GOHEEN / MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE '

Booty-call themes ·
take TV ads·too far

(

(

should probably say, indisI'm a ·night owl I
cretion,.
always have been, and I
. Her Web site takes the
don't see that changing
in the.near future. It
booty call theme a step
doesn't really matter
further and advertises it to
how early I need to get
married audiences. They
up the·next day, I still
intentionally target people
have a tendency to just
who don't want a divorce,
stay awake into the early
but would rather spend
morning hours.
their free time searching
Anyone who stays up
for
an affait: The saying
TAMRA MARTIN
late like me should know
about having your cake
Opinions Editor
about the crazy infomerand eating it, too, really
cials and commercials
comes to mind-here.
that come on the air when most of
We're all individuals who make
the world should be asleep. ·
our own choices. That's one of the
Somehow, advertisers seem to
responsibilities we took on when we
know we're up late and assume we're entered adulthood
tired or just too mentally slow to
But .as an avid TV viewer, I'm getthink for ourselves that we'll pick -µp
ting sick of watching it. Just because
the phone and buy into anything just I'm up late doesn't mean I'm some
·because it appeared on television.
random person looking for a little
Recently it seems like the late. something on the side, Call me an
night commercials have strayed a
optimist, but I'd like to think that
long way from selling cleaning mops
most of the population values intiand small appliances.
macy enough to not want some ranThe new sale of choice· is the
dom hookup or intentionally search
ever-so-popular sexual hookup. Forfor a cheating bedmate.
.
get seeing commercials about dating
There must be some truth and
services like eHarmony or sites that
support behind this optimism. Just
actually promote healthy relationbrowse the local bookstore and you'll
ships.
find tons of books explaining how
No more 900 numbers for people ., relationships work, what you're
to call and hear a strange voice
doing wrong, what the other person
either. Marketers are interested in
is doing wrong or advice on how to
giving customers something more
fix whatever problems may exist.
close to home.
But in a time when politicians and
One of the most annoying comother public figures are parading
mercials is the ad for a ''booty call"
their extramarital affairs around, it's
site for people who want to remain
no wonder people are flocking to
single and just hook up. The guy
these Web sites like vultures.
who claims to be the founder calls
It would be really nice to see peohimself Dr. Moses. Seriously? I
ple offering solutions instead of
thought doctors were supposed to
encouragement for deviant behavior.
help people, not give them another
Maybe a real doctor could advertise
quick way to get an STD.
marriage counseling, or dating sites
Could there be anything worse?
could advertise the happy couples ·
This is the land of plenty, so yes, it
they have created to balance out the
gets worse.
other frequently aired commercials.
Currently, the most freguently It would really make watching telrunning commercial is the one for
evision a lot more bearable. But since
Ashley Madison's services.
that's not likely to happen, this night
· The name sounds so innocent, but owl will have to just keep changing
it's all in the name of privae}J or I
the channel.
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How do you feel about
program cuts at UCF?
<.: I

I

I
" It

,
KIM WEAVER

JE$SICA SCHWAY

SHALIMAR DEBUSK

Masters in Health Service

Masters in Business Administration

Environmental & Gvil Engineering,Junior

"I think the cuts are unfortunate, but it makes sense that
UCF would be affected by the
bad economy."

"They are cutting some really
important programs."

"I am unaware of the budget
cuts that are occurring."

{

, I
LINDSEY JORGENSEN

EMMA LEEDY

Mathematics, Senior

VANESSA JAGDEO

History and Philos.ophy , Junior

Nursing, Junior

"It's sad, but it's inevitable. If ·
Florida is cutting Bright Futures,
it's obvious that all public educatio~ is going to suffer."

"I assume UCF is cutting budgets
based on everyones needs.They
know what they'retdoing, and
hopeful~everyone benefits."

"They are cutting the wrong
programs."

I
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS

Online. phone. fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
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5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
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C
HelpWanted:Part-Time C
HelpWanted:Full-Tme C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
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325 ForSale:Automotlve

350
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212. Furished Ccndo i, Hul1er's
Reserve.Hoo:tlM:lod floors, VadtBd
oeilirgs, 2rd 1kJor; Saeened-ln
Pat:h, 51:Ml, rrDOWaVe,
washer..tiya" and refrgetab.
Walelfn:lnt,b.nt.Pool crd aw·
House. l..oca!ed 1/2 rTie UCF.
Al lAiles & i11Emetni.ded.
$1300tnonth or $65Q per roomate
Gal 863-604-6016 to ochecUe a
visit Acttess: 108 Reserve Cir.
Ulit #200. Rg,t CJr1 Alafaya.

BARTENDERS WANTED.

$:ma d a y ~ . No Elq:Jelienoe
Neoess€ry. Tranrg Provi:led.
Pga 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 1CJ7.
INCREDIBLE INTERN
OPPORTUNITY!! The Ata Pits of
Ortarl> need }OJ!Awlieait
sh:x.Ad be a talented and
corrpetent i"dvidJal i, CXllTl)UfEr
111M<e!qj, espec:ialyweb desigl.
E-mai resures t>

bea::hy22202@yln:x).oom.

MUSTSEE!!!

Now lti-g Web F'rogarrner/11
Di'edor
Please serd res.me with Salay
reqLirements to

2l:rl2.!iba Uy rerovalEd
towrmme i1 ~ G i d e
itaia'l 1ie ttroui;tout al

GoodJobsNet@!Jllcll.oom

$fnl,tno 407-416-8369

Cute 1/1 Near SoDo,
Dc:Mintollvn Ortarm.
Clmrirg 1952one-bectoom
b..rgabw. Wlik to Pttlx, &per
Taget, shops & reslaralls.
1.5 n-ies b 408; 20 rrtules b
\JCF. Pet allc:Mej_
$595 per month, $325 deposit
Ca1Jm321-~
Nice 3 bed/2 bath tome klr rent.
Just 5 mirutes from UCF. M
~ rdu:led. $11 sotno.
call 407-695-6061 or 407-695-0062
3/2.5 TO'M"hJuse & 3f2/2 House
1 nile from \JCF. lW-a::led
~ - Cormuilypool. 1 car
ga-age. Availctlle sta1irg Jule.

p,r Dq;w Dl¥38assQCiale
posisticrs avail. Must Love Dogs.
VetA<ar.el Exp. a plus!
Locations i, Or1an:b and Salford
***www.oogJayaftemxJn.net*"*
email reSl.fTle to
i1fo@oogJayaftemxJn.net

Great ewortu,ity ! Postage,
st-WieS fl.llishecl. Processors
needed r-ow. No travel. For
FREE i1lormaliJn cal Speeclne

Gal:954-663-6298

Dl.pex klr rent 2 bed/2 bath. W/0
rdu:led. Big bed< yard with fence.
lie in:! 'MXld 1bors. Al kilchen
~ irdu:led. $000.tro.
Cal 407--923-9196

•
•

•

AI.LCA'3H VENDING! Do }OJ
ean $800 i1 a day? 25 Local
Moclines and Ca1dy $9,995. (888)629-9968 8020Cro33 CAI.L US:
We wil rrt be i.rdersok:l!

OM, }Ulr O'M1 mobile h'.Jme

rrhltes from UCF. 2 tdrm 1 bath
centralAC & tieatpa-tty·
. furished. Nice pai<,dean, safe.
$8500. P.-1< rent is $285 ptn1h
irdu:les waler sewerage garbage
end lavvTl care. 0...- son
ga:lualed roN ),00 ca, savel
rroneyi:lo.(386)441-7793

200

~

i

i It-.

UCF!NE ORLANDO
Colorial Pointe L.uxuy AjjS
1 & 2 Be:tooms Free W/0, pool,
fitness oenler, patios,
Z300 Eron Ci: 407-679-6001

Ril.ewild~
1/1 i1 a 414...Cbse t> \)CF •
Pool, Gym, Great Pal<rg $5751'no
Cal Ben 813-695-5327

2 male roorrmates Wcll1ed
415.00eedl

cbsetosd'-ool
call Man 954-817-0060

am rouse

2 rooms avail. in
rooms rrtfurished. ~
Al..gJst Located i1 AM,!" Pakori
Dean txw. 50Uivel5ity $600tn
ird. ui cal 5 6 1 ~ .

F .needed fer a 32.5 townhouse
by Waterford Lakes plaza
$5501 electtno. W&D, cable,

wireless Included. Room Is
fu'rished. Call Vicky 954 829
1422.
Rooms klr rert i, 212., 31.2 & 414
beaoom homes. $475 & ~ : Yad .
end Util. lrd. 2 mles to UCF.
hiviciJal leases. M:ll1Ulb month
avai. www.ForRentNearUCF.oom
Room klr rert i, 3,2 h'.Jme i1
Astrgton Pall<. Nev,, end dean.
5 mins from UCF. Q.iet
corrmlrity, al.tid 1raffic. Hg.speed i1lemet, wireless, end
perrit.m calje_ $495,tro uti
rd. C a l 4 0 7 ~

TOWNHOMETUSKAWIUA FOR

3/2.5 TH. Kitdlen, W/0,
•
cll.ttlouse, pool. Near \JCF.
. $1350Avail.Aug.
Cal Ronald 305-772.JS537 or·

RENT
3 tdm, 2 bath, 1 car garage.
$1350tno ci.ttaJse w,pool,
wor1<a.t ~ & more. No
Smokers,
sma1 pe1s
407-9704100

~@belstn.ih.net

I

Avacxi Lakes 312.5 towrrome has
(2) rooms for rent 811A)9. Galecl
o o r m u i t y ~ & W/0.
$550 [00. n::. Prefer rorHm:ll<rg
\JCF Sil.dents. Cal (561)703--7231.

~ rd. $500deposit

Pltt:aoons ~ - (800)957-6054

•

Announcanents

A

600 Traver
700 Wonhip
800 Mlsa!llaneous

B
B
B

B

900 Wanted

B

225 ForRent~'1nlents

B

250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A

.8mA.
$9
$6

First issue:
Each addl lssuei

wemme.

CLOSElO UCF3'21.2screen
porch, open kllx:hen, UWfWM.
over 1700 sg ft. $1495 avail. &'I,
Call today! DQug 407-8206201.

31212. & 41.31.2 Hornes.off Wocd:uy
Rd,Walk to WalBrford, 4 rries
from \JCF, Lawn Gae ind, W/0,
pelsok407-758-a918

5..-···

2

6

family and secure future?
We are a CXll.ple looki-g to a:qx
We have a 7 year ok:I ittle boy Enl
ca, no longer have chicien, rut
W'.JUd lolle b expa,d ou-faniy.
We have a lot of love to ,;j.,e. My
tusben:I is ai rr Project~
in:! has been wilh the sane
0Jnll0f1Yklr <Nef 9 yeas. I am
u::ky era.g, to be a stay at h'.Jme
mom. I ldu'lleerklr my d"i:f's
s:t-ool in:! klr ci1lerent
oigaizali'.lns. I lolle t o ~
and~ pich.res. Ard we love to
lrallela-xlhavema'T)'tdday
fa,-jytraitions. We have a hJme
stu:ly <Xlll ipeled a,d r800}'klr}OJ
to see. If}OJ W'.JUd cn-isider oufaliyto ai:)!X~ did, please

amiusat~.oom or cal us at 407-380-0781.
/ls{.b"Aniea

1 8
9
8 9 1
8
6
2
7 3
5
3

Bibi
Sl9

$9

$13

su jdolku
C PLIZZles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so

6
3

4

that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:

8 9 7
3 9
8

Easy/eve/
Thursday puzz.le:
Hard level

J

1

4

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com'

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 "The Fox and the
Grapes" fable
writer
6 Autodom's Sable
o r Grand
Marquis , for
short
10 Seeks answers
14 Pint-size
15 Mine, in Montreal
16 Spring shape
17 One WhO goes
from party to
party
20 Water-carved
gully
21 Tofu source
22 Make blond, say
23 Marshy area
25 Contains
26 Early September
observance
29_Angeles
32Hawailan
veranda
35 Rod attachment
36 Dinghy movers
37Comforting
cany-along for
kids
40 Walked all 0\18r
41 Sonny's partner
12 Contests with
pistols
i3 Seaman's "Helpl"
"4 Saviors
<16 Confer
knighthood on
47 Sault _ Marie,
Mich.
48Gavea
thumbs-up
51 In one's bare feet
56 Delph ic prophet
58 Test taker's
writing
Implement, often
30 Touched down
31 Shot into the net
32 Poke fun at
33 Butter squares
34 Beach surface
35 Shrek et al.

DOWN
1 Syria's Bashar
al·
2 Atlanta university
3" bleu•"
4 Hodge~ge
5 "No cheating!"

TO'M"hJuse For Rent 2 Bd25 Ba bolh
masters, a l ~ n:Wed. 112
ni. from UCF, W/0. Avail Ncm.
$850hno. Gal 407-3106683
2 bed/2 bath d4JleX. Cbse to
UCF. W/0 rd. $750tno. Cal
407-595-Q002 or 407-834fil87

•

Ara you µ-eg,ant and
~ for your dlild to
Qrt:M' up with a kNirg

~
$13

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 3S characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

5 8

Ean $2,500.00 WEEKLY
µOGleSSi g OU- ffyels, broctues. .

•

B
A
A
B
A

ForSale:General
For Sale: Pets
Services

3

125
•

RATES

~
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

By James Sajdak

6 Shakespeare's
fairy queen
7 Aussie birds
8_-Rooter
9 You can't light !t,
in a saying
10 Farmland units
11 Couch potato's
spot
12 Ceramist's
oven
13Stoneand
Stallone
18 Leopold's
co-defendant
19SHefor
. cyberbidders
24 Diagram tops, In
bridge columns
26 Sing the praises
of
27 California's Point
_Nati,onal
Seashore
28 Remains of a
wreck
29 Erie or Huron
30Pltcher
Hershlser
3 1 Concordes:Abbr.
32 D--day ships
33 Prefix with
-nautics
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Last -issue solved
34 Sgts. and cpts.
36 Burden
38 North Atlantic
hazards

39fonow, as a

principle
44 Backless s lipper
45 Perched on
46 Borrowe~s
burdens
48Happen
49 Oscar winner
Kevin

SOShoulder
muscles, for
short
51 Lose one's coot
52 Wahine's dance
53 Skip over
54 Ancient Greek
meeting spot
55 ~ duckling , in
57 Wordplay in the
Jumble: Abbr.
59Wom-out

Soll:'tion and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE

Bi<e to LlCF 28D 21/2BA,W/0,DW,MW,Fra:J Palio,2Pkg Spcres.1/2RENT 1SIMO,
$750Dep,$925M),407-493-2723
UCF Groo Go Krtjllsl

Located Near Campus
.,_____.407-679-2700---t

,1

www.workforstudents.com

Cal 201-446-1437

.

INatlt.W

.
.,,•

..ga-age avaiable-

www.Cenb..ra0nli1e.oom.
EXP. NATIVE FRENCH TEACHER
Tutarg for al 1€M31s. Reas. ra!es.
MJlls & cttien. Home teadTlg end
lra1slaliJns. 5 ni. fiom UCF. Gal,
lea\e ~ . 407-482-2343.

KIWIGHTM

- :I-

~

f\bn-s'rokers, neat, resp:ll'lSije,
ro pels. 1 yecr- lease. Aval early
AL.g. $11.ootno. Must 51-WY
O'M1 beaoom 1i.11istrgs.

Home. ".Medcal, *8Jsi1ess,
*Paralegal, *CorrµJters, *CrinT1al
Justice. Job pooel11E!nt
assislaroe. Corrl)Uter avaiaje_
Fi1a-dal Aid if c:µii1ied.
Call (866)858-2121

L8889165

.

•
•
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3-2 seni-fu1ished IUXl.lY ~ at
t h e ~ at Wa!Erford Lakes.

ATTEND COUEGE ONLINE from

tm,p ~

July 13, 2009 • ~ ~ a :Juture
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